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Supplementary results

Comparisons with eSLDB

We also compared our results with one of other prediction results [1], which has constructed Eukaryotic Subcellular Localization DataBase (eSLDB), annotating subcellular localization of eukaryotic proteomes. We downloaded their prediction results for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 6680 proteins with locations predicted, and made comparisons with our 1261 prediction results at 0.65 minimum hit-rate threshold. 1251 proteins appear both in our results and theirs, among which 747 proteins (60\%) have the same predicted locations and 504 proteins (40\%) have different predicted locations. In these 504 proteins with different predicted locations, we randomly selected 50 proteins three times. Every time we looked up the subcellular localization of these 50 proteins in both SGD and YRC [2,3], and found that on average 19 (38\%) of 50 proteins are predicted correctly by FPT in terms of SGD or YRC, whereas the corresponding correctly number of correctly predicted is 12 (24\%) for eSLDB. The number of unknown locations in both SGD or YRC is 13 (26\%), and the number of proteins wrongly predicted by both methods is 7 (14\%). This shows that our method predicts more accurately when we set 0.65 as the hit-rate threshold, and could be applied more deeply to explore proteins without known annotations in current database or experiments, although we can only give 1261 predictions for the Unknown-4700 dataset. In File S3, we show the detailed prediction results of 504 proteins for both FPT and eSLDB, 150 of which we give randomly chosen localization information from SGD or YRC.
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